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Eleni Diamandopoulou, born in 1928 in the area of Kato Toumba, Thessaloniki, Greece, 
describes her experience as a Greek Christian during the years of the German Occupation, 1941-
1944. Her family comprised of her father Lefteris, mother Penelope, brother Dimitris, two sisters 
and her, the youngest. They lived and worked in Kato Toumba, which is close to the then Jewish 
“Settlement 151”. The father had a dairy (yogurt) shop, where his son Dimitris also worked. The 
family did not have any Jewish friends, but the father had Jewish customers, and the family used 
to buy things from Jewish merchants. They never had any problems with the Jews.  
 
During the occupation, everybody suffered. There was no oil or bread or any other food 
essentials. She remembers her family take their Singer sawing machine (a prized possession), 
and items from the girls’ dowries to the surrounding villages for bartering for wheat, corn or 
other food.  
 
Settlement 151 was an area where poor Jews lived. The houses were small and crowded. 
Eventually, the Germans turned it into a ghetto by moving Jews from other areas into it, before 
they took them away. According to Eleni, Settlement 151 was in the area where the current DEH 
(Public Electric Company) and OTE (Hellenic Telecommunications Organization) offices are.  
 
She remembers Almpertos, who had a textiles shop in the town center and was coming every 
Sunday to get paid, and Tzakos who was selling pepper from door to door. There were a lot of 
peddler Jews selling things from door to door.  
 
Eleni’s brother Dimitris, joined the National Resistance but did not go to fight in the mountains. 
Instead, he collected cloths, food and other provisions for the partisans. He helped a number of 
young Jews escape. She remembers three young Jews being in their house before they were 
taken by her brother to join the partisans. Dimitris had access to a storeroom full of cloths, but he 
never allowed her to take anything from there. Also, when the Jews were about to leave, they 
offer her family cloths that they would leave behind, but her parents never accepted them. 
Dimitris died/killed while working for the Resistance but she does not know the exact 
circumstances. 
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